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Eberhardt, Tamara

From: Jacqueline O. Kaufman <JKaufman@carmodylaw.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:56 PM
To: Keating, David; Eberhardt, Tamara; Ginsberg, Jeremy; Doneit, Fred
Cc: Wilder G. Gleason (wilder.gleason@gleasonllc.com); Elizabeth Lanese Geiger
Subject: 140 Ledge Road - specific objections to ARB revised plans
Attachments: 02082021163814-0001.pdf

Dear Members of the ARB, Planning and Zoning  and Mr. Keating, 
 
I have had the opportunity to closely review the revised plans. In the interest of time, I am sending you an email with 
items that require attention from the Applicant and the ARB (and the Planning and Zoning Commission). My client still is 
in opposition to the use of the rooftop for parking; but several of these comments relate to the design elements 
independent of that use. Middlesex Commons remains in objection for the following reasons: 

1. Please see attached plans of the northerly service building façade:  
a) MECHANICAL UNITS: There are multiple, commercial grade compressors on the roof level, thereby bringing noise 
and fumes closer to the condominiums.  The acoustical report states that the noise levels are consistent with existing 
levels; however, these units are new and perhaps greater in quantity than what presently exist. Please inquire about their 
function, sound and screening.  Further, it does not appear that any decorative or sound mitigating screening are proposed 
for these units. We request that such be added. Several condos have views that will directly overlook this rooftop.  
 
b) ACOUSTICAL PANEL: There is an “acoustical panel” that is shown near the compressors that has been relocated to 
the roof of the service area.  What are the details for this panel: how high, how thick, how much sound does it attenuate, 
etc.? Is the noise mitigation goal balanced with the aesthetic design of the panel? We cannot opine on this or support this 
without further detail.  
 
b) COMMERCIAL FAÇADE ON SERVICE BUILDING: The materials presented for this façade are unacceptable and 
we request they be residential in nature to mitigate the visual impact on the Middlesex Commons, the abutting residential 
neighbor to the north.  As presented, the commercial grade service building is wholly incompatible from an architectural 
perspective with the abutting residential use.  
 
c) WALL PACKS/LIGHTING: There are two light fixtures on the architectural plans (on the rear elevation) that are not 
shown on the current lighting plan.  We object to the installation of these lights. They will be bright and do not appear to 
have any shielding equipment attached and negatively impact the quality of life on Middlesex Commons, as they are 
raised up on the building and will shine directly into the Middlesex Commons property.  
 

 
This is the fixture the ARB should be most concerned about. The wall mount is approx.8 feet above grade and it is facing 
towards Middlesex Commons; and has significant spread. You can see that the Applicant proposes two deciduous trees 
on-site  in an attempt to mitigate this, which, we expect will not provide total screening in the winter.  This must be 
removed.  
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d) RAMP MATERIALS: The concrete wall ramp up to the parking garage is covered with a black laminated aluminum 
panel. How reflective is this material?  Typically a “polluted sky” gray is a color that you want to select if you want it to 
be less noticeable or have less impact on adjoining neighbors. Please explore this. Further, have sound mitigating 
materials been explored for the ramp and parking deck that will minimize sound, screeching tires, etc. This has not been 
discussed recently.  
 
e) LANDSCAPING: It appears the trees selected on the plans are a standard size. The arborvitae (TP) and white spruce 
(PA) which have been specified are at 10 -12 feet in height and 12 -14’. When members of Middlesex Commons met with 
the Applicant, and on a prior Planting Plan (1.12.21) the plan called for evergreen trees of 20-22’ in height. The deciduous 
trees, maple and honeylocust (AR, GT) are behind the building. ( These are likely required parking lot trees that they have 
placed in this location so they are as far as way as possible from the cars?)  The size specified (2.5 -3’” cal.) will result in 
trees that are installed at about 12 - 14 feet in height. I want to ensure the Applicant maintains its commitment to my client 
and to the Town. The plans must remain consistent and we must be able to rely that each progressive step is recaptured as 
we move forward. The Applicant should be required to put its commitments in writing so that clear conditions can be 
attached to approvals. Finally, Wildflower meadows have a lot of aesthetic and wildlife value, but they offer no screening 
between the commercial use and the residential use.  While we encourage the Applicant to maintain these, dense, 4 season 
screening is preferable.  
 
My client and I thank you for your continued commitment to this review process.  
 
Sincerely, 
Jackie Kaufman  
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This electronic message contains information from Carmody Torrance Sandak & Hennessey LLP, or its attorneys, which may be confidential, privileged or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. The information is intended to be used solely by the recipient(s) named. If you are not an intended recipient, be aware that any review, 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of this transmission or its contents is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us immediately at 
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